Children’s Creative Web Gallery Welcomes Nationwide Entries for
Christmas Competition
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Is your child a Picasso or Van Gogh in the making or simply keen on drawing and painting?
Create&Wait, the free educational online gallery (http://www.createandwait.com/Gallery.aspx) designed to
encourage fun and imaginative learning, is celebrating its successful first year with the launch of a
competition to encourage budding young artists throughout the UK to display their artwork publicly.
Create&Wait was designed by teacher Claire Eastaugh to give junior schoolchildren access to a website
that inspires them to produce a piece of their own work within any subject, from art and creative writing
to languages and science, and then to email their creation to a panel of specialist, qualified teachers
for comment*. The novel idea has attracted input from children worldwide.
The latest in a series of regular free competitions which aim to enliven the learning process and further
develop and acknowledge children’s talents, ‘Portraits of People’, is open to all school children
aged 7 to 11. Entries will be judged by accomplished artist Tess Barnes, whose recent exhibition
‘Women of Substance’ featured such luminaries as children’s author Jacqueline Wilson and TV
personality Carol Vorderman. Prizes to encourage children to put pencils to paper and paint on their pad
include their own winning picture framed and a signed certificate with personal comments from Tess.
“This website was formed because I was so impressed by the young pupils’ creativity at the school
where I work,” says Claire, who teaches French at Staines Preparatory School in Middlesex. “As a
child, I loved the television programme Vision On which allowed children to see their artwork on display.
I thought it would be a good idea to give all primary school children the chance to show their work and
be encouraged to be creative.
”Pupils from schools as far away as Queensland and the Philippines have been contributing and the
pupils at my local school look forward each week to seeing their work posted on the web. We are really
thrilled with the popularity of the website so far and hope it will continue to inspire children
throughout the UK and further afield.”
The closing date for the Christmas competition is 31 January 2009 and details, including entry
procedures, are on the website, www.createandwait.com.
ENDS
Notes to Editors:
*Entrants are contacted within seven days with positive and constructive feedback on a certificate.
Particularly outstanding or original work is published on the site’s gallery and its author receives a
special certificate.
Create&Wait is a non-profit making, extra-curricular and educational website.
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For images or more information about Create&Wait, contact Claire Eastaugh on
contact@createandwait.com,tel 07980 860631
Media information has been released on behalf of Create&Wait by Oakhurst Public Relations (If you are
unable to reach Claire Eastaugh, Lindsay Stewart can be reached on tel 01494 712171 or e-mail
lindsay@oakhurstpr.com)
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